
Benchmarking of Services in IISc

Welcome to IISc, circa 2008! 

What is it that most students do when they are not in their labs or classrooms? Any 
guesses!? They are probably re-searching and certainly not Googling, but in the 
Book Store. Yes, at the Tata Book House, the campus book store! Book worms, plain 
book worms! Then, they will also perhaps gulp more cups of tea and coffee at the 
Tea and Coffee Kiosk, than going to the mess. And then, they will visit the Campus 
Xerox Centre to get some photocopies or catch up at the Juice Centre and stop by at 
SBI. If these are the top five services students have accessed most, then what is that 
students prefer to access more often? Well, they may actually like to visit the Bank, 
yes the SBI  IISc branch. We don't know if the recent scholarship hike is the reason 
behind this. They would then prefer to visit their Hostel, get some photocopies, visit 
the Tata Book House and sip more tea! 

These have been some interesting (self) revelations as evinced from the first ever 
survey to assess the level of services and amenities accessed by the students. What 
are the services the students have availed? What among them, are they accessing 
most? What do they feel about the amenities on campus? How should we (students) 
be celebrating / contributing to the Centenary Year Celebrations? These were the 
question Voices Team asked itself initially and thus emerged this annual feature, 
'Benchmarking of Services in IISc”. The survey was administered online using 
KwikSurveys.com, a free online survey tool. The survey was conducted during 
Monday, 28th January 2008 to Friday, 1st February 2008. In all, 230 students 
responded! 

Raise your Voice, Let Yourself be Heard! 
http://www.iisc.ernet.in/voices

Disclaimer: The opinions, beliefs and viewpoints expressed by authors in this newsletter  do not necessarily reflect the opinions, beliefs 
and viewpoints of the Voices or official policies of the Voices. However, this does not apply to articles contributed by the Voices Team. 
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VOICES Impact Feature
As students of the Institute, we 
have availed various services 
f r o m  d i f f e r e n t  
departments/centres ranging 
fromhostel accommodation to 
academic departments. The 
IISc VOICES Team thought it 
fit that we conduct a campus 
wide survey to assess the level of 
services and amenities accessed 
by the students. Hence, we 
conducted an online survey to 
catch the mood. Coinciding 
with the year of Centenary 
Celebrations, we believe this is 
perhaps the first of its kind on 
campus (and maybe among 
any other campuses too!). This 
effort is to sincerely assess the 
level of services as perceived by 
the students. We are grateful to 
the students who spent their 
time, by patiently answering 
the questions. The survey was 
carried out during Monday, 
28th January 2008 to Friday, 
1st February 2008. We 
received 230 responses in all, 
which is nearly 20 percent of 
the student community!

Take the New Online Poll:

1. Do you think there should be a 
ban for Autorickshwas on Campus?
2. Should there be a restriction on 
speed for Automobiles on Campus?
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The Benchmarking has established Star Ratings to 
different service providers for their level of services. 
We have established the methodology for the 
analysis and have evolved with a Composite Index to 
rate the different level of service. Based on the 
Composite Index, the service providers are 
recognised with number of stars designated as Star 
Ratings. The service providers with highest 
Composite Index get 4-star rating while the service 
providers with lowest (or lesser) Composite Index get  
1-star rating. It is desired that different service 
providers strive / compete with each other to achieve 
higher Star Rating. The star rating would be valid for 
the current year and would be revised in the next 
year's Benchmarking exercise. 

What are the Students accessing?

Top 5 Accessed / Availed Services: 
!Book Store - Tata Book House 
!Cafeteria - Coffee and Tea Kiosk (Tea Board) 
!Campus Xerox Centre (next to TMC) 
!Juice Centre 
!Banking - SBI

Bottom 5 Accessed / Availed Services:
!Placement Centre 
!Campus Development Centre (Estate Office) 
!Alumni Association 
!Finance - Foreign Travel Grant section 
!Travel Agency - Thomas Cook 

The first ever exercise for Benchmarking of Services 
offered many insights and did throw some light on 
what are the services students were accessing, how 
often they access and how do they perceive their 
level of services. Alongside this, we also deviated a 
bit in eliciting responses on the delay for thesis 
submission for Research Students. We also asked for 
suggestions from the students regarding the 
forthcoming Centenary Year Celebrations . As noted 
earlier, we plan to make this an annual feature and 
rate the services based on the responses from the 
students. The same would also be communicated to 
all the services that were considered during this 
Benchmarking exercise. As always, we seek 
comments/suggestions/criticisms on this exercise. 
Please mail them to voices.iisc@gmail.com. 

For a detailed report and analysis of this, please visit: 
http://www.iisc.ernet.in/voices 

 

Services / Amenities

Cafeteria - Coffee and Tea Kiosk (Tea Board) 
Hostel - Accommodation (Regular) 
Hostel - Mess 
Cafeteria - Gym Cafe 
Cycle Shop 
Hostel - Guest Rooms 
Book Store - Tata Book House 
Campus Xerox Centre (next to TMC) 
Banking - SBI 
Cafeteria - Kabini Canteen 
Academic Section 
Cafeteria - Fresh and Hot 
Juice Centre 
JRD Tata Memorial Library 
Cafeteria - India Coffee House (Coffee Board) 
Health Centre 
Admission Section 
Cafeteria - Faculty Club 
Travel Agency - Varsha Travels 
Finance - Scholarship Section 
Students Council 
Campus Development Centre (Estate Office) 
Gymkhana 
Security Services 
Banking - Canara Bank 
Travel Agency - Jaybee 
Placement Centre 
Alumni Association 
Finance - Foreign Travel Grant Section 
Travel Agency - Thomas Cook 

Star Rating



Editorial

If you can dream - and not make dreams your master,
If you can think - and not make thoughts your aim;
If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster
And treat those two impostors just the same....

Yours is the world you envisioned... and everything in it!

The last two months witnessed IIScians living by these 
words from Rudyard Kipling's 'IF'.

It was a new year that began on a high(hike) and yet it had 
its pitfalls. It was not about ambiguous resolutions but a 
remarkable effort on the part of the student community to 
come together and VOICE their issues. It was a common 
goal, they came out triumph;however the journey has just 
begun... and We at Voices applaud this commendable 
effort. Kudos to the Student Council and all the 
Volunteers who worked tirelessly representing the 
oceanic population on campus.

A change is possible when we are aware of what needs to 
be changed and also why and how? It begins with baby 
steps.... The Voices Team did the first ever campus wide 
survey to assess the level of services and amenities 
accessed by the students. This brought to light some 
predictable answers and some that threw us off our 
chairs!So, let the Benchmarking begin.

Humor ensures that we take a insightful look at the 
happenings around us! bhOndOO writes his take on the 
scholarship hike. The fun and funny side of research 
experiences comes as we Lighten up! On the Creative 
bend, we have a poem highlighting the efforts of the IISc 
Green Gang at trying to keep the campus clean and 
Polythene free.

We begin our new section... Alumni Matters!- focusing 
on the achievement of our Alumnus. This section 
kickstarts with a feature on Dr. Urmi Chatterjee, who has 
been awarded the Young HR Manager of the Year , All 
India HR Summit 2007. We also retain our regular section 
Gymkhana Corner and a Poll.

So, embrace the changes, empower your mind... and 
enjoy this issue!! 
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ALUMNI MATTERS!

Dr. Urmi Chatterjee was awarded the Young HR Manager of 
the year  2007 at  the All  India HR Summit.  
http://www.hrsummit.in/

A coveted award where her organizational team nominated 
her for the commendable body of work as a mentor and a role 
model.

She completed her PhD in the year 2004 from the Department 
of Management Studies under the able guidance of Prof. Mary 
Mathew. Her research was on Organization Designs for Patent 
Productivity. She is with Honeywell Technology Solutions, 
India.

She takes time off her busy schedule to answer a few queries 
posted to her by the Voices Team.

1. How would you describe the transition from research to industry?
Industry gives you the practical perspectives of all that 
research brings theoretically. Transition is very smooth as long 
as you give the required time to understand the organization 
business model and the way you would want to implement 
your solutions in that setting.

2. How relevant was the research you did in relation to your job?
Quite relevant – my research was to come up with an 
Organization Design that will improve patent productivity 
and my role at HTS was in the area of Organization Design 
and Development. My analytical skills and ability to go 
indepth into any process which were developed as a researcher 
have also helped me to become the “Process Improvement” 
and “Innovation Champion” for all HR processes in the 
organization.

3. How did IISc aid your development as a HR Professional?
IISc brought in a HR focus which is very different from any 
other institute. IISc being primarily a research based 
organization – it makes HR researchers go through a more 
indepth and rigorous understanding of the theory and 
application of the same. It also helped me to build the 
competency of writing papers, presenting them at different 
forums even while working.

4. With regard to the award, did you put in any process in place that 
was viewed as a remarkable achievement?
I have put in several processes in place which include the HTS 
Competency Framework, the Mentoring process, the 
recruitment pipeline management system and University 
Relations framework.
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Lighten Up: Practice and Experience
(Extended Abstraaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaact)

Note: No animals (or humans) were harmed during the 
writing of this article.

I never did a day's work in my life. It was all fun.
- Thomas Edison

Especially with the advent of the billion-transistor chip[1], it 
is important to focus on the import of humour in our 
important research life. This should be clear (handwave 
handwave) to anyone familiar with the Three Tequila 
Principle of Drunken Logic[2]. However, some people[3] 
believe this akin to comparing apples to oranges. But recent 
results[4] suggest that this line of reasoning is specious, at 
best. Further, a large body[3.14159] of work published by the 
Annals of Improbable Research[5] shows that this is indeed 
possible and can reap rich rewards[6].

Thus, we (meaning I) pose an important (and totally 
absolutely relevant) question: which came first-- humour or 
research? It is our (meaning my) belief that the solution to this 
conundrum might benefit from recent breakthroughs in 
answering 'the chicken or the egg dilemma'[7,8]*. Using 
Getdrunkenexperiments -thoughtless experiments- we 
(meaning you) can easily** show that this is one small (delta) 
step for research, one giant heap for researchkind[10].

To conclude, we have conclusively concluded that black holes 
suck and global warming is seen only in the northern regions 
of Chile[42]. Much future work is needed and is beneath the 
scope of this article.

1. Intel and Bingo make breakthrough, The Disassociated 
Press, 2006.
2. Rob Simmon, A non-judgmental reconstruction of 
drunken logic, SIGBOVIK 2007. 
3. Grumpy O L Man ate al, Get back to work!, Internatal 
Circumference on Anti-Procrastination, 1987.
3.14159. BODY 
4.Scott A. Sanford , Apples and Oranges-A Comparison.
5. Annals of Improbable Research.
6. The IgNobel Awards.
7. Alice Shirrell Kaswell, Which Came First — The Chicken 
Or the Egg?
8. Chicken/egg: theory vs. Experiment. 
9. Doug Zongker, Chicken Chicken Chicken: Chicken 
Chicken.
10. Kneel Iamstrong, Impersonal communication at Coffee 
Board.

I have also been certified as a Six Sigma Black Belt and 
mentored and certified more that 10 green belt projects 
aimed at improving HR processes.

5. What are the learning points of your career and what is the 
message you would like to give to aspiring Industry Professionals?
Learning points: Understand the business well and be open 
to learning and picking up new skills wherever there is an 
opportunity.

Message: Never consider your interests to be bigger than the 
organization interest. If you are able to achieve the 
organization’s interest your own interest would automatically 
follow through.

6. Your tips for to-be HR professionals?
Please keep yourself abreast of what is happening in the 
industry – things change everyday and we need to be smart 
enough to anticipate the same and proactively change our 
processes.

We always look for inspiration and at times do not have to 
look beyond our alumni who have made an impact in society, 
treaded new paths n carved their niche. If you know of an 
alumnus whose achievements merit a place in this new 
section of ours, just write in to voices.iisc@gmail.com. B'cos 
Alumni Matters!

Distinguished Alumni Award & Felicitation Function 
As a part of Founder’s Day on 3rd March 2008, IISc Alumni 
Association presents the annual Distinguished Alumni Awards 
at IISc Faculty Hall at 9.30 a.m. This year the Alumni 
Association Newsletter is being released. Four Senior Retired 
Professors of different departments of IISc will be honoured 
for their contribution as GURU, to many of the IISc students 
who have achieved great success in their life. The 
Distinguished Alumni Awardees are:1. Prof. S. Ranganathan 
( 2006); 2. Dr. Baldev Raj (2007); 3. Dr. Prathima Agrawal 
(2006) and 4. Dr. Bishnu S. Atal (2007). The four retired 
Senior Professors who are being honoured as GURUs are : 1. 
Prof. H. N. Ramachandra Rao of Electrical Engg. Dept.; 2. 
Prof. A. Ramachandran of Mechanical Engg. Dept.; 3. Prof. 
T. N. Krishnaswamy of Aeronautical Engg. Dept. and 4. Prof. 
Mrs. Rajeshwari Chatterjee of Electrical Communication 
Engg. Dept. Students are requested to attend! For more 
details on the event and Alumni Association, please contact: 
<alumni@admin.iisc.ernet.in>. 

Significant Nothings!
A new restaurant, Nesara, embarks its journey on campus. 
Situated next to the Hostel Office, the new eat-out offers 
some hope for the hungry!
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42. Chi Lee, Chili, Chilly or Chile,Who Cares 2007.

*This is not to be confused with Doug Zongker's work[9].
**Conditions apply.

- Aditya (SERC)
Editor's Note: Check out the online version for the actual 
links to the above references. They are hilarious!

Gymkhana Corner
There seems to be some magic in the name IPL. Though the Indian 
Premier League bids have stunned the nation, it is the IISc Premier 
League which has scored better in terms of popularity here. One 
wonders why the attendance levels in the classes reduced suddenly!

Be there to cheer! Be there to Celebrate!! 

What should we do for the Centenary Celebrations?
Deviating from the Benchmarking exercise, we also used the 
opportunity to gather opinions from the students on the ensuing 
Centenary Year Celebrations beginning in May later this year. 
There were a myriad of responses. Only some of them have been 
presented here. Apart from the serious responses we did receive 
some very interesting (hilarious) responses too. Almost everybody 
on campus is aware of the forthcoming Centenary Year, and they 
were reminded about it when they gather for the flag hoisting 
during Republic Day by the Director as well. However, almost the 
entire student community (may be barring the Students' Council 
representatives) seemed to be unaware of any activity / or not part 
of any initiative that was happening in this regard. This was also 
evident last week when concerned Faculty and representatives for 
the Centenary Celebrations and Alumni Cell called on student 
volunteers to be part of this forthcoming event. Accordingly, the 
interested students are requested to contact the Students’ Council 
for volunteering in this regard.

It is also in this earnest Voices Team is planning for a Centenary 
Special issue due in May 2008. The most common flavour among 
the responses were: maintaining green cover on campus and 
keeping the campus clean, carrying on with the ongoing research 
with a renewed focus for the society and placing the institute on 
world map of science. The rest have been reproduced as is  below:  

- We should be organizing some programs for school and college 
children
- Increase publications
· As a researcher/student looking at the future and not working 
with past problems
· Refocus our science towards achieving a more equal society
· What else! Except doing good work and little bit more social 
and responsible.
· Show that you are sincere / honest to your work and love the 
institute
· By mentally breaking free from the professors mindset and 
working with passion

· By joining hands in making this place more beautiful and more 
active
· By planting trees
· What else! Except doing good work and little bit more social 
and responsible.
· Doing good, original work..., don't care for papers, do 
understanding-oriented work.
· By becoming good human beings first and then good 
researchers
· There should be more interaction between departments. Bring 
out a booklet on IISc history
· Be united, and take responsibilities where ever possible
· Involving students actively in the decision making process 
relating 2 students
· By pledging to be less indifferent to matters concerning 
betterment of IISc
· We should form a really good interactive student community...
· Awareness, participation and responsibility, change
· We should become more professional in our work, value time 
and be responsible.
· Nothing special about it. Live as usual.
· Introduce some cultural events apart from regular conferences 
etc.
· Organize a tech fest and quiz contests both online and on stage 
like in the IITs
· Cut down less trees, plant new trees and clean up campus 
· Bring in industries to for increased collaboration with the 
academia
· Conduct Vibrations to celebrate. Let the world know IISc has 
completed 100 years
· Alumni-student interaction depending upon department
· Make students more aware about the visions of Swami 
Vivekananda, JRD Tata & JN Tata
· Work harder to resurrect IISc from going into oblivion in World 
Science
· Organize "Open-Days" for public to visit and evaluate our 
research
· Forget Celebration, Just work hard & get out of this place

Scholarship hike in IISc

Over 100 students constituted the mob led by Surya and faced by 
Student Council Chairman Guddu on the Gymkhana ground. 
Surya summarized the happenings, “The authorities said that 
students should mind their own business and should not interfere 
in the administrative procedure. The authorities further claimed 
that if students continue asking for money, then they will face 
harsh consequences.”. Surya continued, “Friends, we simply asked 
for the update on what steps have been taken towards renewal of 
scholarship. Some IITs and other institutes in Bangalore have 
started getting renewed scholarships since late last year. But there 
is no sign in IISc! Now, we have to decide the further steps.”.

Surya opened it for students, who were already angry with the 
authorities’ response. A few responded: “We must send a written 



FOOTPRINTS

The cascading water from the waterfall
The mist from the union of fluid and stone
All were drowned by something so small
It was footprints of human beings that shone

The pristine white of freshly fallen snow
The glare of the reflected sun-light
Faded in comparison to the blow
I received at human footprints' sight

History spoke to me, kings rose from the dead
Courts lit up and courtesans danced
But a silent gloom fell on my dreams' thread
As soon as, at human footprints, I glanced

I heaved and panted as I climbed higher
And breathed a sigh when I reached the peak
But what I saw couldn't make me feel shier
Human footprints was not what I thought I'd seek

The waves played touch and go
And I delved deeper into serenity
Only to be crudely pulled away by an old foe
The human footprints with a vulgar identity

Feelings betrayed me and I got so mad
How can humans leave footprints everywhere?
When anger subsided, I felt terribly sad
Is there any place humans did spare?

(Dedicated to all the people who carelessly go about littering 
polythene bags everywhere they can - The Green Gang.)

- Pritesh (MRC)
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letter to the authorities.”. “We must start a signature campaign in 
the campus.”. “We should meet the director.”.

bhOndOO, angry, anxious, and inexperienced, wanted to say 
something to the group. He shouted, “We should go to the 
press!”. Everyone made him shut up. “We do not want to tarnish 
IISc’s image outside.”, Surya declared. bhOndOO became silent. 
“We should have a visible protest. And what would be a better 
time than the flag hoisting of Jan 26?”, BenJi.

Everyone clapped, shouted and liked the idea. Guddu, who was 
silent so far, started, “A protest on a Republic Day is not 
ethical…”. “You are talking about ethics! The Student Council 
should have already taken a step towards the protest!”. “You are 
selected by us. You should not dictate.”. “What has Student 
Council done so far since it got elected!”. “Student Council 
should setup a General Body Meeting with the authorities.”. 

Junta again started shouting, “Yes, yes. Lets have a GBM.”. 
Guddu tried, “See, a GBM is not really necessary at this point…”. 
“No, no. We want a GBM.”. “Yes, yes.”. “GBM, GBM, GBM…”. 
Surya tried to control, “Listen, listen guys! Let Guddu speak.”. 
The chaos reduced. Guddu continued, “See, I will first meet the 
authorities tomorrow. If they do not give a proper response, then 
we can think of GBM…”. This sounded legitimate, and no one 
responded. There was silence for a while. 

“Forget all this, lets have a visible protest!”, someone shouted. 
“Lets boycott the mess!”. “Why boycott the mess? Lets boycott 
labs!”. bhOndOO’s pulse rate started increasing. He wanted to 
take part in shouting slogans. He declared, “Hunger strike!”. 
“Shut up, bhOndOO.”, a laugh, “Chup be.”, a punch, “He is 
stupid!”, were a few responses. bhOndOO re-decided not to 
speak.

“Listen friends! Friends… Hello! Let me suggest.”, Surya 
shouted. Everyone got silent. “Guddu, will meet the authorities 
tomorrow. If they give us a fixed date when the renewed 
scholarship will be implemented within the current financial year, 
we will not go for protest. However, otherwise, Student Council 
will have a GBM with all students and we will also call the 
authorities! If that also does not help, we will have a visible 
protest in campus!”.

Junta started shouting in agreement. bhOndOO’s blood pressure 
started rising. He wanted to suggest something which would be 
taken up by the crowd, “Guddu should broadcast the meeting 
minutes to iisc.broadcast!”, he finally managed.

Guddu looked at him with a look which was not of admiration. 
bhOndOO dreaded, but Junta liked his idea, “Correct, correct!”, 
“Yes, Guddu should do it.”, “Broadcast…”, “Broadcast.”. 
bhOndOO was overjoyed! Guddu had to finally say, “Okay, I will 
post the meeting minutes to iisc.broadcast newsgroup 
tomorrow.”. Surya concluded, “Okay friends. Thanks everyone 
for coming here. The meeting is over now.”.

Next day, there was a broadcast by Student Council Chairman 
stating that the renewed scholarship for students would be 
implemented very soon. After a few days, there was a notice put 
up in the departments.

- Rupesh (CSA)


